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D. Roux Abstract. 2014 In this paper we present a unified description of the interactions in liquid isotropic and liquid crystal phases of microemulsions. A microscopic model taking into account the entropic, bending and interaction free energies is used to deduce theoretical phase diagrams and the relative stability of the isotropic (microemulsion), lamellar and hexagonal phases is discussed.
J. Physique 47 (1986) The ability of surfactant in solution to aggregate is at the origin of the lyotropic liquid crystal phases [1] . The main structures formed in solution by surfactant are evidenced by the typical phase diagram given in figure 1 . The phase termed L is a liquid isotropic phase of small, usually spherical, aggregates (micelles). The D phase is lamellar and consists of infinite double layers of surfactant separating layers of water. The E phase is hexagonal and consists of infinite cylinders of surfactant organized into a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice.
The complete understanding of the phase diagram of a pure surfactant in solution is a complicated problem. The structure of these phases is driven by the microscopic interactions and involves the so called hydrophobic effect [2] . The order of magnitude of the interaction energy per surfactant E = yE (where y is the oil-water interfacial tension and Z the polar head area of the surfactant) is about 8 kb T at room temperature, taking typical values y = 50 dyne/cm and E = 60 A (a reasonable value for a usual surfactant in the micellar phase). The fact that the energy E is larger than kb T explains why a large part of the phase diagram is occupied by organized phases (lyotropic liquid crystal phases). Moreover, geometrical constraints such as the packing of the chains [3] are strong and their effect on the structure predominates [4] .
In some interesting cases, using a special surfactant or a mixture of surfactants, these constraints may vanish [5] . i) The interface between hydrophobic and hydrophilic microscopic regions is now saturated [5, 6] and the area per polar head I can be considered as constant (this is not true for phases of pure surfactant in solution).
ii) The characteristic length scale related to the curvature of the interface (typically 100 A or more) is large compared with the molecular length.
These two properties imply that the surface tension between oil and water vanishes. Consequently, the relevant terms of the free energy are now of the order of kb T. In addition, the curvature of the film can be described using an elastic energy.
The phase diagrams of these mixtures present isotropic and liquid crystalline phases [7] . The isotropic phase can [10] which satisfactorily describes micellar systems [11, 12] . The repulsive electrostatic forces are dominant but screened when salt is added. Then the resulting force can be attractive and may lead to a liquid-gas like phase transition [13] . A similar situation can be obtained with a nonionic surfactant [14] .
The structure of oil rich microemulsions can be described as a system of droplets of water surrounded by a film of surfactant into an oil rich continuous phase. Interactions between these droplets are either attractive or repulsive [15] . When attractive and strong enough, these interactions lead to a liquid-liquid phase separation and to a critical point [16] [17] [18] . This attraction is the consequence of the overlapping between the surfactant films of the droplets and is short range [8, 9, 18, 19] .
In summary, a system of both direct or inverted micelles is often described by taking into account short range attractive interactions.
Interactions in lyotropic liquid crystal phases have been less studied VDW forces are generally required to explain their stability [5, 20] . Helfrich [21] [25, 26] . However, the crude approximation presented above is the simplest one and gives the right dependence of the second virial coefficient as a function of dissymmetry [27] .
2.2 LAMELLAR PHASE. - The interaction between two undulating membranes was first established by Helfrich [21] and generalized by Sornette and Ostrowsky [28] to account for finite size effects. The expression for Af, the loss of entropy per unit surface, for two membranes separated by an average distance d is given by [21] :
where K is the curvature elastic modulus.
Using this expression, the free energy per unit volume of a system of N interacting lamellae reads :
where V = N. d. S is the total volume (S is the surface area of a lamellar sheet).
Introducing following). Considering a hexagonal structure, the expression of the steric repulsion between two cylinders is not available, and will be determined below [30] . Following Helfrich [31] , the mean square of the displacement u with respect to the equilibrium position of a cylinder of radius R and of length L is :
where K has the same significance as above.
To compute the average number of contacts between two cylinders placed on a hexagonal lattice of unit cell 4 we follow a technique similar to that introduced by Helfrich [21] [32] . The saddle bending energy has not been introduced in our description since it requires the introduction of an extra parameter to essentially modify the relative stability of the hexagonal and lamellar phases [29] .
In order to keep the effect of deformation without introducing complicated algebra, we model the deformed particles by parallelepipeds as shown in figure 2 . The description of the objects with two different lengths is preserved by the introduction of where v = ab2 is the volume of a particle.
Since the above expression is valid whatever the value of e = b/a, the limits of (9) (2) , (3), (8) and (10) To link these two formulae continuously for e = 1 we choose in the following :
In the case of spherical inverted micelles of microemulsions the interaction increases with the radius of the micelle [18] . A simple description is obtained by taking A proportional to the surface of contact between two objects. Transposed to the model, A becomes proportional to a2 :
The free energy of the lamellar phase results from the addition of formulae (4), (5) and (9), taking their limit for an infinite value of b. In this limit a = a* and corresponds to do introduced in (4) (6), (7) and (9) (11) , (12) and (13) [29] . For § smaller than 0.5 (where the model is the most realistic), when k decreases (Figs. 4b, 4c) (Fig. 6b) ( Fig. 6c) . In this case the liquid domain L is separated into two parts L1 and L2. Moreover a three-phase equilibrium takes place instead of the critical point The same sequence is found for higher values of k. As an example, figure 7 shows the effect of jo when k = 1. In this case the L-L domain meets the L-E one.
Another way to separate the L domain into L1 and L2 is to increase the attractive interactions in the liquid crystal phases without changing jo. This effect is illustrated by figures 8a and 8b which should be compared to figures 6b and 7a respectively. 5 . Concluding remarks.
The phase diagrams given in the preceding section show that our model is able to describe the competition between the liquid, lamellar and hexagonal phases. Due to the form of the bending energy, the liquid phase is generally composed of spherical objects. The disk or rod-like deformations remain marginal, in agreement with the previous work of Safran [33] . However non-spherical particles may exist when repulsive interactions in the liquid crystal phases are dominant. Such a situation might be found when unscreened electrostatic interactions remain.
The effect of the attractive interactions is mainly to induce a phase separation between two isotropic phases of micelles. This phase transition can lead to a 
